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At last — Canada's favourite storyteller takes on Canada's most beloved pastime! Ciara is tired of hauling her hockey gear
across town to play on the rink. It makes no sense—there is a perfectly good frozen river in her own backyard! But her dad
says it's too jagged, and her mom says it's too bumpy, and her older sisters don't see why she can't keep going all the
way across town, just like they did. But Ciara won't let anybody stop her. And with a little help from the neighbourhood,
she knows that her team, the River Rink Rats, will finally win a game on their own brand new rink. In classic Robert
Munsch style, this warm fun story of community and hockey takes a hilarious turn. With the excitement and pace of a real
hockey match, the River Rink Rats play their final game on their new rink. The pressure is on; the crowd is watching;
Ciara has the puck; the crowd keeps watching; the ice starts to...CRACK!; Ciara keeps playing; the ice starts to drift; the
crowd starts running; Ciara shoots to SCORE and— You can be sure that no matter how the game ends, there will be hot
chocolate! This ebook features read-along narration by the author.
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working ever more desperately to try and improve performance. His factory is
rapidly heading for disaster. So is his marriage. He has ninety days to save his plant - or it will be closed by corporate
HQ, with hundreds of job losses. It takes a chance meeting with a colleague from student days - Jonah - to help him
break out of conventional ways of thinking to see what needs to be done. Described by Fortune as a 'guru to industry'
and by Businessweek as a 'genius', Eliyahu M. Goldratt was an internationally recognized leader in the development of
new business management concepts and systems. This 20th anniversary edition includes a series of detailed case study
interviews by David Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune Small Business, which explore how organizations around the world
have been transformed by Eli Goldratt's ideas. The story of Alex's fight to save his plant contains a serious message for
all managers in industry and explains the ideas which underline the Theory of Constraints (TOC) developed by Eli
Goldratt. Written in a fast-paced thriller style, The Goal is the gripping novel which is transforming management thinking
throughout the Western world. It is a book to recommend to your friends in industry - even to your bosses - but not to
your competitors!
Read the book "Success Strategies of Caribbean American Leaders" and learn new strategies on Why Some Individuals
Succeed While Others Don't. Then take the next step to do the work to become successful. If you are feeling
overwhelmed, discouraged, or stressed, this Companion Workbook is for you. It provides exercises, activities, and
assessments designed to help on your personal learning journey to accomplish your dreams, goals, and aspirations. As
you engage in deep reflections, you will learn more about yourself, and apply the skills necessary to drive your success.
This Easy-to-Use Workbook will help you to:* Become Motivated to Achieve your Goals* Define what Success Means to
you * Build your Self-Confidence through understanding your Leadership Skills* Take charge of your personal
development, life goals, and career path* Be inspired to change and share your success with others
Adilyn Archer fought with the idea that she could ever stay happy for too long. She's numb from the emptiness in her
heart after the unexpected death of her mother. Adi gave up all hope that she would ever find that one thing in life to take
her from that solitude. Forced into a place she never expected to be, she's face to face with the monster that haunts her
dreams every night. That man stole her life from her and she's forever damaged. Just when she thought she didn't have
a fight left in her, she looks into the eyes of a beautiful distraction. He's just what she needs to get through this. But is it
really at the right time? Ryder Bennett didn't expect to feel such an immediate attraction to Adi. He fights with the idea
that they aren't meant to be together. They come from polar ends but he still can't get enough of her. As differences try to
pull them apart, they uncover odd similarities that bring them together again. Is it enough to make it last? Just when
things couldn't be any better, Ryder moves faster than Adi expected. However, she's hesitant to reveal her true feelings
for him because her happiness has been ripped from her in the past. What could be so bad? She decides to take a
chance on her happiness again. The Pattern repeats...Without warning, a damaging secret is revealed. Adi doesn't
expect what's been thrown at her and she's broken again. What first brought them together could tear them apart. Was
she too distracted to see who Ryder really is?
IF YOU DON'T CHANGE - NOTHING WILL CHANGE! Why is it that so many people drift through life without taking
ACTION? How can you change your current pattern of behaviour and set BIG GOALS while establishing supportive
DAILY HABITS to achieve them? Why do people set goals, only to give up on them in the first 4 weeks? Best Selling
Author and Leading Expert in Habit & Goal Formation Romney Nelson, brings together his two books in this bundle
edition to provide a start to finish blueprint for establishing your goals and developing your winning and supportive habits.
He will show you step by step, how to create your goals using the exclusive DR. ACTION(TM) method and incrementally
build your habits for long-term success. In this book you will discover How to set Big Goals using the exclusive DR.
ACTION(TM) system The STOP>REVIEW>PIVOT and POWER system for reviewing your current progress Practical tips
for implementing transformational habits into your life Proven strategies to break bad habits and implement daily
supportive actions Proven strategies to overcome procrastination and take action immediately Now is the time to kick
your life into top gear and achieve everything you want by using the strategies outlined in this book. It will be a Life
Changer!
you having problems in setting goals? Do you think your goals are too unrealistic? Are you having difficulties to hold
yourself accountable for achieving your goals? -- Getting things done becomes easier when you have a clear set action
plan in front of you. If you ask the people around you, very few of them will say that they write down their goals. Even
though over the years, it has been proven that people who write their goals down and have prepared an action plan are
the ones who are the most successful in life. “How to Set Goals” will show you how you can engage in effective goal
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setting. In this guide, we have outlined 7 easy steps that explain the goal-setting process in the most comprehensive way
possible. If you want to excel in any sphere of life, goal setting is an important skill to learn. So, skyrocket your success
with some easy-to-understand techniques and you will never have to look back in your life. Stop settling for the secondbest thing when you know you can go for the first. Don’t ever let go of your dreams because you doubt your abilities. All
you need is a little bit of direction in your life. YOU WILL LEARN: • What goal setting and goal planning is all about. •
How to set SMART goals. • The different ways in which you can make difficult tasks easy. • How to boost your
confidence and remove self-doubt. • Why your motivation is key to achieving goals. • How to hold yourself accountable.
• 7 easy steps to complete everything within a deadline. “How to Set Goals” will teach you the exact nature of goals that
you should set and then how you can figure out your own customized formula for achieving those goals. Once you
develop your goal planning skills, there is nothing that can stop you from doing your best. There will be no more
dissatisfied clients or unending to-do lists!

You can transform your life by setting goals
Do you set goals but somehow never reach them? Are you struggling to build the life you want for yourself? Do you aim
for the stars but somehow never get close? Goal Setting for Success (Personal Development book 1) is based on tried
and tested scientific principles that have helped millions of people build the lives they want. The theory has been
condensed and simplified into an easy-to-use series of steps that will show you how to: - Discover for which life area(s)
you want to set goals. - Understand the requirements of a well structured goal. - Recognize which goals will work for you
and which won’t. - Take action so that your goals become reality and your life improves exponentially. - Review your
progress and adjust your goals where required. - Deal with the curve balls life throws you so that they don’t get in the
way of achieving your goals.

Taking Consistent Action is Key to Changing your life
Creating meaningful goals for yourself becomes easy once you know how. Actually achieve professional and personal
goals irrespective of what they are by following the simple, practical steps outlined. Do you want your own profitable
business that will bring fame and success? Do you desire financial independence and personal freedom? Would you love
to improve your relationships and make them more fulfilling? All of these are within your reach.

Take action now and change your life forever!
Beth Chambers' life is no fairytale, even if she feels like a damsel in distress. After four years in a destructive relationship,
Beth has decided enough is enough and leaves her girlfriend, taking with her only her dog Dudley, her broken spirit, and
a shattered view of life. At her lowest point, she meets Amy Fletcher, a woman who has it all-and whom she believes
would never want more than friendship. But what Beth fails to realise is that there are definitely two sides to every story.
Could Amy Fletcher be Beth's Princess Charming? Could her story end with a happily ever after?
Trisha, a mid-level manager, dreams of grandeur: a sprawling professional network, a close-knit family, corporate
success and domestic bliss. Dev, next-in-line to CEO, hopes for total detachment from work and devises a cunning
delegation system run by email-forwards. Their circumstances are challenged when a looming organizational restructure
forces them to re-evaluate their personal goals and their on-again-off-again relationship. Set in an India stuck between
tradition and modernity, Means to an End, follows Trisha and Dev, as they struggle to fulfill the expectations of their
company, their family and the society.
What if that dream that you hold in your mind was actually possible? As Napoleon Hill wrote, a goal is a dream with a deadline, but having a
deadline is merely the beginning. How do you ensure that you actually achieve your goal? After all, 92% of people who set New Year's
Resolutions don't stick to them. In this book you'll learn the exact blueprint to achieve all the goals and dreams you're most excited about
More specifically you'll learn: How to set goals fully aligned with your personal values to build lasting motivation and unstoppable enthusiasm
The blueprint to develop an unbeatable mindset and achieve insanely demanding goals The Bullet-Proof Timeframe to boost your
perseverance The Mastery Mindset and its 5 Commandments so that you can achieve any future goal in any area of your life The Psychology
of Expertise to shorten your learning curve and position yourself as an expert faster than you thought possible And much much more! You'll
also get: A free downloadable workbook to ensure you take action toward your goal A free series of 10 videos to guide you through the
process and build accountability Other additional resources to further help you with your goal If you ever failed to achieve your goals in the
past, The One Goal will provide you with the exact blueprint you need to achieve any goal for the rest of your life. So, if you want more from
life, don't wait, click the BUY button and grab your copy of The One Goal now.
Traditional beliefs about meeting goals are fundamentally flawed. Goal setting tactics assume goals are measurable, achieved, and final-all
attributes that describe objectives, not goals. Unlike objectives, which are by their very nature self-contained, goals are immeasurable. A goal
is realized, not achieved, and must be maintained to remain successful. What good is the goal of losing weight if you don't keep the weight
off? Losing twenty pounds is an objective. Keeping that twenty pounds from returning is a goal, which must be maintained to remain a
success. In Three Your Life, entrepreneur and accidental expatriate David R. Sanders applies this important distinction between goals and
objectives. Beginning with attitude, outlook, and perception, Sanders builds a solid foundation on which to effect major life changes. Learn to
differentiate between needs, wants, and desires-and discover how focusing on desires causes everything else to fall into place. To realize
desires, Sanders reevaluates conventional thinking on prioritizing tasks, using a three-part daily structure that ensures you're working toward
a productive and fulfilling life. A fresh new approach to goal setting, Three Your Life offers the opportunity to realize your goals, achieve your
objectives, and understand the difference between the two.
DISCOVER:: How to Set Professional and Personal Goals That You Actually Achieve Do you often set goals that you never seem to reach?
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We're all filled with dreams and aspirations. Most long for fulfilling relationships. Some desire personal freedom. Others want fame and
success. And some strive for profitable businesses. Wherever your ambitions may lie, goal setting can get you there. On the other hand, the
wrong goal can leave you feeling frustrated and unmotivated. When you set a goal that's too lofty, it's easy to give up when your dreams don't
turn into reality. We all have important milestones we'd like to reach. The trick is to create a plan and commit to it. Setting S.M.A.R.T. goals
can help you do this. TAKE ACTION:: Focus on S.M.A.R.T. Goals and Get Real Results It's easy to set S.M.A.R.T. goals. Simply write down
a desired outcome on a piece of paper and create a deadline for achieving it. The hard part is taking action. As you know, the Internet is full
of books that talk about setting goals. The problem? Most don't talk about the daily actions (or habits) required to achieve them. In the book,
"S.M.A.R.T. Goals Made Simple", you'll get a ten-step plan for setting and achieving your goals. Unlike other titles, this book will teach you
how to turn any idea into an actionable plan. Not only will you get an overview of S.M.A.R.T. goals, you'll also get a blueprint for turning them
into daily routines. DOWNLOAD:: S.M.A.R.T. Goals Made Simple -- 10 Steps to Master Your Personal and Career Goals "S.M.A.R.T. Goals
Made Simple" contains a detailed blueprint of how to turn any major life goal into a doable daily plan. You will learn how to: ** Understand
what makes a good S.M.A.R.T. goal ** Identify what you truly want to achieve ** Set goals for all 7 areas of your life ** Focus on three-month
goals that are achievable ** Follow 5 steps for turning S.M.A.R.T. goals into habits ** Schedule the completion these habits with a weekly
review ** Use mind mapping to identify every step for achieving a goal ** Track the daily progress of your goals ** Overcome five obstacles to
S.M.A.R.T. goal setting ** Review your goals (the right way) and make sure you're staying on track ** Stay motivated by using the power of
accountability Goal setting doesn't have to be difficult. You can achieve any major goal by following the right plan. And "S.M.A.R.T. Goals
Made Simple" can help you do this. Would You Like To Know More? Download and start working on your goals today. Scroll to the top of the
page and select the buy button.
This workbook is an activity-based learning program aimed at improving lives and shaping futures. It's purpose is to inspire you, to motivate
you, to help you realize your life can improve tremendously and your future can be brighter. You will learn what goals are; the top reasons
why they are important; 10 categories of essential goals; how to accept your goals through a 7-step process; the newest and most
comprehensive goal setting format developed in the last fifty years, SMART-ROADS; how to create good habits and eliminate bad habits; the
common mistakes in goal setting; how to review your goals and be more productive; how to use self-assessment tools for success; critical
'soft skills' necessary in life; your true purpose in life; and why, through hard work, personal effort, simple guidance, and a belief in yourself,
you can have an enriching life. If you are ready for a change, now is the time to learn how.
The One GoalMaster the Art of Goal Setting, Win Your Inner Battles, and Achieve Exceptional Results (Free Workbook
Included)Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Everything you need to know to look after yourself to bring about and maintain perfect health, prosperity, wealth, happiness, quality of life and
longevity. It reveals that we are, without realising, not doing enough or the right things to protect our health and prosperity which is equally
extremely damaging to nature, wildlife, oceans, sea-life, fresh springs, waterways and air, and us. The Book by Linde utilises new and ancient
knowledge from around the world, over the millennia identifying what changes we need to make to enhance every aspect of our lives with
simple solutions for almost every situation. It is your most powerful contribution to protecting, nurturing and saving our planet. In summary,
'THE BOOK' Consists of Six Chapters which incorporates a summary within each one: Lifestyle; Food & Nutrition; Medical Care; Mind; Water;
and Now Live the final chapter which you can cast your eye over first as it is a synopsis of the complete works. It is highly recommend to read
from cover to cover but, it is packed with valuable information to just use as a Reference Manual on a day to day basis. Teaches you how to
look after your body and mind to ultimately prevent illness, but also to help regain and maintain perfect health; Provides countless number of
practical, realistic & simple tips to easily adopt into your day to day lifestyle improving quality of life, saving time & money and gaining
longevity; Fuses together specialised areas in health & mind, lifestyle & environment under one cover; Identifies our day to day toxic
exposures that we are unaware of and provides successful resolutions; Gives you complete fundamental knowledge and awareness, to use
your courage to take responsibility for your life enhancing your health, prosperity and happiness; Provides you with ancient knowledge and
practices to new, from science including quantum physics, to philosophy, psychology, and important detail on nutrition, exercise, energies
and medicine; Is very current, answering all the conflicting hype about diets, the next super food or the bad effects of conventional drugs or
sugar that are in the media weekly, even daily; For more information please visit www.thebookbook.co.uk
"Ciara is tired of hauling her hockey gear across town to play on the rink when there is a perfectly good frozen river in her own backyard! So
she builds her own rink on the river. And with a little help from the neighbourhood, she knows that her team, the River Rink Rats, will finally
win a game on their own brand new rink. With the excitement and pace of a real hockey match, the River Rink Rats play their final game on
their new rink. The pressure is on; the crowd is watching; Ciara has the puck; the crowd keeps watching; the ice starts to...CRACK; Ciara
keeps playing; the ice starts to drift; the crowd starts running; Ciara shoots to SCORE and . . . you can be sure that no matter how the game
ends, there will be hot chocolate!"-This text encapsulates nearly 3,000 years of philosophy and success literature to reveal the most elemental and profound truth governing all
personal achievement: habit is the single-greatest determinant in a person's ability to realize a life of success and achievement. This edition
reveals its proven step-by-step methodology.
If you want to accomplish what's important to you, discipline and willpower won't get you where you need to go. In this iconoclastic new book,
Susan Fowler reveals compelling insights and actions to help you master and maintain your motivation. Motivation is at the heart of
everything you do and everything you want to do but don't. Unfortunately, the ways we typically motivate ourselves don't work. Relying on
sheer determination eventually becomes exhausting—it's not sustainable. And even setting goals can backfire—if you're not setting them for
the right reasons. Susan Fowler says motivation is energy, and what matters is the quality, not the quantity. Traditional “motivators” such as
fear, guilt, or the promise of a reward provide low-quality, short-term energy. Drawing on the latest empirical research, she proves that highquality, optimal motivation is a skill that you can learn and apply. Science tells us that satisfying three basic needs—for choice, connection,
and competence—is essential to optimal motivation. You need to feel like you've picked your path, not that you're being driven down it. Your
goal should be linked to people or a purpose meaningful to you. And you want to continually learn and grow. Through practical exercises and
eye-opening stories, Fowler shows you how to identify and shift the quality of your motivation. The skill to master your motivation is
important—it may be your greatest opportunity to evolve, grow in wisdom, and be the light the world so desperately needs.

When Chase finds survival gear hidden in the attic of his boarding school, he realizes Ashwood Prep isn't what it seems. Thrust
into a conspiracy that is centuries old, he can choose to run or stand up and fight.After an earthquake cuts the school off from the
rest of the world, Chase has to figure out who's a friend, who's an enemy, and if there's really any difference at all. As the world
starts to collapse, trusting the wrong person can have deadly consequences. Caught between his classmates and the professors'
schemes, he can't afford to choose wrong. It would all be a lot easier if Taylor and Maya weren't pulling him in opposite
directions.Is it really the apocalypse? Or is it something much worse?
Successful People Get Things Done Early, Now you Can TooDo you often find yourself lacking time and struggling to achieve your
goals? Successful businessmen, accomplished artists, and highly-competitive athletes all have one thing in common… They have
all discovered the key to achieving their life's goals, this key has nothing to do with wealth, knowledge or talent… Morning Rituals
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Set People Up For SuccessAre you used to stumbling out of bed, feeling tired and achieving minimal success in the morning? If so
you're not alone… it's the norm. Very few people have a morning ritual and that is why very few people succeed in life Morning
Mastery will show you the proven techniques and strategies you need to know in order to get the most out of your day. You'll feel
energized, productive and unstoppable. Here's a Preview of What Morning Mastery containsLearn the key reasons behind the
importance of setting a morning routine Discover how to develop a morning routine that aligns with your goals – setting you up for
success How to correctly set an evening routine before you go to bed in order to wake up energized and productive Tips on falling
asleep in the evening Habit setting – how to turn your morning routine into a lifelong habit without constantly thinking about it And
much, much more! I have no doubt in my mind that you can be successful every single day. Once you have the knowledge and
implement the strategies outlined in this book you're set up for success! Ready to Get Started?
• More than 500 appearances on national bestseller lists • #1 Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and USA Today • Won 12
book awards • Translated into 35 languages • Voted Top 100 Business Book of All Time on Goodreads People are using this
simple, powerful concept to focus on what matters most in their personal and work lives. Companies are helping their employees
be more productive with study groups, training, and coaching. Sales teams are boosting sales. Churches are conducting classes
and recommending for their members. By focusing their energy on one thing at a time people are living more rewarding lives by
building their careers, strengthening their finances, losing weight and getting in shape, deepening their faith, and nurturing stronger
marriages and personal relationships. YOU WANT LESS. You want fewer distractions and less on your plate. The daily barrage of
e-mails, texts, tweets, messages, and meetings distract you and stress you out. The simultaneous demands of work and family are
taking a toll. And what's the cost? Second-rate work, missed deadlines, smaller paychecks, fewer promotions--and lots of stress.
AND YOU WANT MORE. You want more productivity from your work. More income for a better lifestyle. You want more
satisfaction from life, and more time for yourself, your family, and your friends. NOW YOU CAN HAVE BOTH — LESS AND MORE.
In The ONE Thing, you'll learn to * cut through the clutter * achieve better results in less time * build momentum toward your goal*
dial down the stress * overcome that overwhelmed feeling * revive your energy * stay on track * master what matters to you The
ONE Thing delivers extraordinary results in every area of your life--work, personal, family, and spiritual. WHAT'S YOUR ONE
THING?
50 Best Strategies to Goal Setting Success Goal setting is a critical step in achieving success in your life. By setting goals, you will
be able to accomplish all your tasks in a timely, organized manner. Planning out your goals can help you focus your efforts so that
you can quickly reach your goals without becoming frustrated or side-tracked along the way. Goal setting can also give you the
motivation you need to be successful, while building your confidence and self-esteem with every goal that you achieve. What Will
You Learn From This Book... Nail Your Passion Visualize Your Life Identify the Roadblocks to Your Dreams Identify the Most
Pressing Issues in Your Life Identify Smaller Sub-Goals Try the Backward Planning Method Distinguish Between Short- and LongTerm or Lifelong Goals Set Specific Goals Set Measurable Goals Set Realistic Goals Set Performance Goals Instead of Outcome
Goals Set Deadlines for Every Goal Have a Positive Statement for Every Goal Begin With Small Goals Prioritize Goals Work on
One Goal At a Time Write Down the Goals Identify the Resources You Need to Reach Your Goals Identify When You Have to
Stop Identify the Obstacles Along the Way Plan How to Tackle the Obstacles Banish Bad Habits Cultivate Good Habits Create a
Step-by-Step Strategy to Reach Your Goal Create Plan B Write Down the Benefits of Reaching Your Goals Be Accountable for
Your Goals AND MUCH MORE!
Do you keep flitting from one goal to another? Do you hustle without having much to show for your efforts? If so, it's time for you to
develop laser-sharp focus and achieve concrete results that will make a real difference in your life. Author and coach, Thibaut
Meurisse, wants you to reclaim your focus. In his latest book, you'll learn exactly how to develop laser-sharp focus so that you can
complete your key projects and achieve your major goals. Master Your Focus is a clear and concise walkthrough that
demonstrates how to use the power of focus to achieve tangible results. Using Thibaut's straightforward instructions, you'll learn
how to zero-in on key tasks and stick to them until you complete them 100%. In Master Your Focus, you'll discover: What true
productivity really is (and how to master it) The 3 types of focus and how exactly you can develop each of them How to stop
jumping from one thing to the next and finally complete your key tasks (and why this is so critical) How to dramatically reduce your
learning curve by finding the right information and applying it effectively How to achieve more by doing less The 17 simple
strategies to boost your focus And much more. Master Your Focus is your must-read guide to help you sharpen your focus and
skyrocket your results long term. If you like easy-to-understand strategies, practical exercises, and no-nonsense teaching, you will
love this book. Buy Master Your Focus to sharpen your focus today! This book is the third book in the "Mastery Series" below:
Book 1 - Master Your Emotions A Practical Guide to Overcome Negativity and Better Manage Your Feelings Book 2 - Master Your
Motivation A Practical Guide to Unstick Yourself, Build Momentum and Sustain Long-Term Motivation
The Master Key System by Charles F. Haanel has changed the lives of millions of people.The Master Key Workbook will continue
that proud practice.You have always dreamed about living a successful and rewarding life, both financially and emotionally. The
Master Key Workbook will help you make all of your dreams come true and set you on the road to riches and self-mastery. Based
on the timeless classic The Master Key System, this book combines motivational exercises that build your "thought muscles" with
written worksheets to define and prepare you to attain your goals. Once you define your goals and are given the power to attain
them, then you can accomplish anything! Some of the things you will learn from this book are...You will gain a complete
understanding of the operation of the Universe and how your dreams can become reality.You will learn how to "train your brain"
properly and efficiently, thus removing doubt and fear from your life.Putting your plans into action will be easier and results will
come quicker than ever before.Goal-setting and goal-attainment will be a snap.You will magnetize yourself to opportunity and
success.Your problems will seem to dissolve and your life will have fewer "speed bumps".Your life will be fuller, richer, and more
purposeful.Based on the tried and true knowledge and wisdom of Charles F. Haanel, written in an easy and approachable manner,
and including many exercises that will both entertain and enlighten, The Master Key Workbook will set every man and woman on
the path to a prosperous and meaningful life.Prepare yourself to attain all of your dreams!
Are you unhappy with your directionless life? Discover a roadmap for navigating your successful, fulfilling future. "A simple,
effective plan to change your life and attain your goals."-Jim "The Rookie" Morris, Athlete, author, teacher and inspiration for the
movie,The Rookie. Struggling to cope with personal tragedy? Worried you'll never live up to your full potential? Bestselling author
Roy Huff overcame abuse and abject poverty to become an accomplished teacher and research scientist. His secrets for success
have changed countless lives, and now they can help you too! Think Smart Not Hard connects science and human psychology to
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help you retrain your brain for a brighter tomorrow. Through a combination of step-by-step strategies and inspirational anecdotes,
this transformational guidebook will help you conquer common obstacles to discover your life's true path. In Think Smart Not Hard,
you'll discover: How to develop the right mindset to overcome any personal tragedy How writing down and reflecting upon action
plans will ignite your success How incorporating weekly principles can accelerate your road to recovery A series of exclusive
quotations from industry leaders and motivational gurus Simple hacks to help you take charge of your personal finances, and
much, much more! Think Smart Not Hard is your no-nonsense guide for finally grasping the life you were born to live. If you like
real-world applications, optimizing your existing strengths, and honest accounts from a self-made man, then you'll love Roy Huff's
energizing resource. Buy Think Smart Not Hard to begin shaping your destiny today!
Escape from the everyday stresses in your life and unwind with Chromalaxing, Kaleidoscope Series, Adult Coloring Book #1. The
first book in this great new series. Forty intricately and delightfully designed images. Printed one side per page. The reverse side
includes the image number so you can leave your thoughts and specific feedback for us per image. Your finished work may be
suitable for framing or gift giving. Our website (http://www.chromalaxing.com) features fun art contests. Enter today and show us
your masterpiece for a chance to win great prizes. Vote for your favorites too. Our designs offer a pleasing variety in image
complexity suitable for beginner to expert-level. Provides unlimited hours of relaxing stress relief, as well as an enjoyable artistic
outlet. Tap into the soothing and rejuvenating effects that coloring has been shown to produce. Join countless adults all over the
world and rediscover the fun and relaxing hobby of coloring. Grab your pencils, pens... relax and explore your creative side today.
Do you feel like you struggle to make time for everything? We are living in a time-poor society, working more than ever and with
less time for ourselves and family. The pressures and stress of the obligations we feel we have, often leave us without time to do
everything that we would like to. More critically, we lack the time to reflect, review our lives and consider our direction. Time to
contemplate if the decisions we are making are going to lead us to a life of purpose or an old age filled with regret. Time for
Anything is based on 5 years of research by Craig D Robinson. Using the techniques in this book, Craig went from working in an
entry level position to, in just four years: start 2 companies, recharge with 12 weeks holiday a year, start a family, grow and sell his
startups and retire at the age of 34. This book shows you how you too can have time for it all.

Forging your own path is framework to read, learn and mold from. It's part of the blueprint that you use to map out the
adventure of a life time. It's knowing that even the best laid out plans, sometimes fail. It's embracing the challenges and
detours along the way. But it is not the know it all answer to solving your problems, another possible solution to forge
your own path. More than anything else, it's becoming who you are, by undoing who you think you should be. It's defining
your own rules and follow your own ideas, because that next one could change your life.
An insidious parasite is working its way through the suburbs of Washington, D.C. NITS follows the trail of a virulent
outbreak of head lice as it wreaks havoc on the lives of a social climbing mother of a scholarship student, a buff young
Latin teacher and a controlling do-gooder who is so consumed with exterminating the pest, people start calling her the
"Lice Nazi." A social satire with bite, NITS explores the themes of class, ambition, and the unavoidable
interconnectedness of modern life.
Achieve your goals 10 times faster with this unique goal achievement system. If you've ever wanted a practical easy to
use guide that allows you to achieve a far happier and more successful life, then this book contains everything you need.
Get what you want faster and more simply than you may have ever thought possible! Also includes a free cours
"Did you know that only a small percentage of the population has clearly written goals that they work on everyday? These
are the people who end up achieving the most in life. If you're reading this, you've probably reached the point where you
realize it might be beneficial to set clear goals in your life. I'm here to tell you that you're entirely right. You're now just one
click away from making the decision to set goals for yourself. This is one of the most important decisions you can make in
your life, and it can bring immense satisfaction. So start setting goals today. I promise you won't regret it!"--Amazon.
Accomplish Your Goals?Without the Stress Start with a plan. One of the biggest reasons goals fail is that we often don’t
put enough thought into what we really want before diving in. Your Goal Guide by Debra Eckerling starts with that first,
crucial step: figuring out your goals and putting a plan in place. As a professional writer, communications specialist, and
project catalyst with more than 20 years of experience, Eckerling is prepared to help you achieve success. A method that
works. Eckerling presents readers with her own tested and proven method: The DEB Method. DEB is a brainstorming
and task-based system and stands for: Determine Your Mission, Explore Your Options, Brainstorm Your Path.
Eckerling's method is a roadmap for goal setting that helps professionals lay down a plan and accomplish their mission.
Making the process as stress-free as possible. Goals can be intimidating because of the pressure we often put on
ourselves to succeed. However, Eckerling believes that setting goals should be easy?we just need the right tools to
tackle them. Through a combination of writing exercises and systems, Eckerling provides readers with a process for
making and setting goals that is stress-free and easy-to-manage. Debra Eckerling’s Your Goal Guide is your next step to
success. Open it up and find: • To-the-point advice and user-friendly recommendations • Easy-to-read examples and
case studies • Adaptable worksheets and numerous resources to bring you one step closer to goal achievement Readers
of books like Atomic Habits, Your Best Year Ever, and The Bullet Journal Method will love Your Goal Guide: A Roadmap
for Setting, Planning and Achieving Your Goals.
Are you the kind of person who wants to achieve massive success in your life and finally see your dreams come true?Are
you tired of the emotional roller coaster that comes with New Year's resolutions-a surge of motivation on January 1st
followed by overwhelming disappointment and failure just a few weeks later? This energizing and action-oriented book
will help you trade your old, tired Resolutions for an exciting goal setting strategy that gets real, life-changing
results.Crush Your Goals! is an easy-to-use guide that will teach you how to:-- Plan your dream life and overcome the
fears that are keeping you stuck-- Identify, set, and achieve long-term, success-driven goals using Austin's new
FOCUSED Framework-- Gain the confidence you need to stop quitting and start becoming Better Every Day-- Overcome
perfection paralysis, obstacles, setbacks, and even failure-- Take action, set priorities, and stay focused all year
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longCrush Your Goals! is the first and last book you'll ever need for living the successful life you've been dreaming about.
In it, you'll find:-- Four comprehensive sections, from getting started with goal setting to dealing with difficulties, and
everything in between.-- Twenty-nine guided worksheets and self-assessments for maximizing your performance and
cementing your success.-- Step-by-step, easy-to-implement strategies for setting goals all year long-no more abandoned
resolutions!Are you ready to ditch your resolutions and overcome the struggles that have been holding you back? Are
you ready to find the clarity, focus, and productivity you've been searching for? Are you eager to plan your future, see
your dreams come true, and achieve the success you've been striving for? If so, Crush Your Goals! is the book for
you!Why wait one more day or postpone your success for someday? Crush Your Goals! has everything you need to start
seeing success in just a few weeks-all you have to do is take action today. See you on the inside!- Austin Bollinger
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness
everywhere you go.
Get ready for another binge-worthy romance from New York Times and international bestselling author Elle Kennedy!
She’s good at achieving her goals… College senior Sabrina James has her whole future planned out: graduate from
college, kick butt in law school, and land a high-paying job at a cutthroat firm. Her path to escaping her shameful past
certainly doesn’t include a gorgeous hockey player who believes in love at first sight. One night of sizzling heat and
surprising tenderness is all she’s willing to give John Tucker, but sometimes, one night is all it takes for your entire life to
change. But the game just got a whole lot more complicated Tucker believes being a team player is as important as
being the star. On the ice, he’s fine staying out of the spotlight, but when it comes to becoming a daddy at the age of
twenty-two, he refuses to be a bench warmer. It doesn’t hurt that the soon-to-be mother of his child is beautiful, whipsmart, and keeps him on his toes. The problem is, Sabrina’s heart is locked up tight, and the fiery brunette is too
stubborn to accept his help. If he wants a life with the woman of his dreams, he’ll have to convince her that some goals
can only be made with an assist. The Briar U Series of Standalone Novels The Chase (Briar U Book 1) The Risk (Briar U
Book 2) The Play (Briar U Book 3) The Off-Campus Series of Standalone Novels The Deal (Off-Campus Book 1) The
Mistake (Off-Campus Book 2) The Score (Off-Campus Book 3) The Goal (Off-Campus Book 4)
In the tradition of Friday Night Lights and Outcasts United, ONE GOAL tells the inspiring story of the soccer team in a
town bristling with racial tension that united Somali refugees and multi-generation Mainers in their quest for state--and
ultimately national--glory. When thousands of Somali refugees resettled in Lewiston, Maine, a struggling, overwhelmingly
white town, longtime residents grew uneasy. Then the mayor wrote a letter asking Somalis to stop coming, which
became a national story. While scandal threatened to subsume the town, its high school's soccer coach integrated
Somali kids onto his team, and their passion began to heal old wounds. Taking readers behind the tumult of this
controversial team--and onto the pitch where the teammates vied to become state champions and achieved a vital sense
of understanding--ONE GOAL is a timely story about overcoming the prejudices that divide us.
Written by Bill Beswick, renowned performance psychologist and mental skills coach with a wealth of experience for elite
teams, including the English Premier League and high-profile teams like Manchester United, One Goal is the definitive
guide to developing the mindset of a winning soccer team. It offers proven methods for producing team cohesion, flow,
and success.
Master Your Mind is the ad-friendly version of Ryan Munsey's book "F Your Feelings". They are the same book. If you
already own FYF, do not buy this thinking it is something different. A must-read for anyone interested in personal growth,
this books presents the neuroscience of the human operating system as a User's Manual for the space between your
ears, empowering you to master your mind and accomplish any goal. As you'll quickly find, Ryan provides deeply
researched, yet easy to comprehend timeless wisdom that you'll come back to time and time again. This will not be a
book that you read once and never touch again. Do you want to truly be your own master, increase your emotional
toughness, control your lizard brain, and get more done during your day? Do you want to turn your dreams into action all the time? 95% of decisions are based on feelings. Not logic. Not rational thought. Feelings. Can you feel the pull of
emotions, hunger, guilt, pain, jealously, depression, and everything else weighing on every decision that you make?
Business owners, athletes & entrepreneurs, looking to grow, anyone with a goal that isn't terrified of tough love - you
need to read this book - as soon as possible! In this book you'll learn how to control the way your brain is wired,
constantly accomplish your goals, and feel MORE pleasure during the day. You cannot control your instincts until you
understand how they work - PERIOD. Learn how to apply the fundamentals of emotional control so that you can uplift
yourself ON COMMAND, fight through periods of stress and torment, and give yourself long-term satisfaction and peace.
Packed with advice you can put to use right away, you'll learn how to SPOT and What pragmatic and actionable tactics
will you learn? The one four letter word that practically guarantees you'll fail at whatever you do. The real nature of
emotions, and the twenty minute exercise we can take to give ourselves lasting joy throughout the day. Why eating one
marshmallow at the wrong time can ruin your relationships and cost you thousands of dollars. Why play, safety, and
something called the VAGUS NERVE is critical for your performance in life. The "everything is everything" moment that
will separate you from 92% of people - in the entire world. Also the following insights: How to survive and recover when
your brain is HOOKED on dopamine, fear, amusement, and other toxic drugs. The actual, CONTROLLABLE physical
property that decides whether you're a dreamer, or a doer! How feeling threatened or insecure can actually make you
sluggish, lazy, and TRAPPED in failure. How to interact with your phone, tablet and computer without wrecking your
back, eyes, and heart. And so much more! Here's what this book ISN'T: this isn't a get rich quick scheme, a business
plan, or some touchy-feely nonsense about touching your inner self. This is about building the most consistent element in
any business - YOU. How will your business improve? Develop laser-like focus and discipline. Gain the ability to say NO
to temptation when it comes. HACK your brain so that you're always energized and pumped up NEVER be outside your
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comfort zone or afraid of a challenge. Implement these techniques and watch your profits skyrocket. Learn how to control
your own mind and turn your desires into ACTION clicking the BUY NOW button.
Do you want to truly be your own master, increase your emotional toughness, control your lizard brain, and get more
done during your day? Do you want to turn your dreams into action - all the time? 95% of decisions are based on
feelings. Not logic. Not rational thought. Feelings. Can you feel the pull of emotions, hunger, guilt, pain, jealously,
depression, and everything else weighing on every decision that you make? Business owners, entrepreneurs, regular
people looking to get in shape, anyone with a goal that isn't terrified of tough love - you need to read F*ck Your Feelings as soon as possible! In this book you'll learn how to use personal mind control techniques to control the way your brain is
wired, constantly accomplish your goals, and feel MORE pleasure during the day. You cannot control your instincts until
you understand how they work - PERIOD. Learn how to apply the fundamentals of emotional control so that you can
uplift yourself ON COMMAND, fight through periods of stress and torment, and give yourself long-term satisfaction and
peace. Packed with advice you can put to use right away, you'll learn how to SPOT and What pragmatic and actionable
tactics will you learn? The one four letter word that practically guarantees you'll fail at whatever you do. The real nature of
emotions, and the twenty minute exercise we can take to give ourselves lasting joy throughout the day. Why eating one
marshmallow at the wrong time can ruin your relationships and cost you thousands of dollars. Why play, safety, and
something called the VAGUS NERVE is critical for your performance in life. The "everything is everything" moment that
will separate you from 92% of people - in the entire world. Also the following insights: How to survive and recover when
your brain is HOOKED on dopamine, fear, amusement, and other toxic drugs. The actual, CONTROLLABLE physical
property that decides whether you're a dreamer, or a doer! How feeling threatened or insecure can actually make you
sluggish, lazy, and TRAPPED in failure. How to interact with your phone, tablet and computer without wrecking your
back, eyes, and heart. And so much more! Here's what this book ISN'T: this isn't a get rich quick scheme, a business
plan, or some touchy-feely nonsense about touching your inner self. This is about building the most consistent element in
any business - YOURSELF. How will your business improve? Be more focused throughout the day. Gain the ability to
say NO to temptation when it comes. HACK your brain so that you're always energized and pumped up NEVER be
outside your comfort zone or afraid of a challenge. Implement these techniques and watch your profits skyrocket. Learn
how to control your own mind and turn your desires into ACTION by scrolling up and clicking the BUY NOW button at the
top of this page!
She emerged as innocent as any newborn. The party of starbursts and sparkles came to a standstill. In awe, millions of
heavenly beings paused. Shine Star, Princess of the Universe, was the most precious and rare of all creations. As an
expression of perfect happiness, thus was the king's daughter born. A magical love story unfolds in Vikrant Malhotra's
wondrous debut, The Stories of Goom'pa: Book One. Meet Goom'pa. He is a Poofy, a small furry creature who resides
on Earth in a place called Palidon, on the edge of the Miron National Forest. His world is a quiet one-until he spies Shine
Star, a glorious star in the sky and the daughter of Prime Ray, the king of the universe. Enchanted by her elegance,
Goom'pa knows he is willing to do anything to win the love of this celestial beauty. As the two meet and fall in love, Shine
Star's father worries about his only daughter. Exploiting that concern is the Star Lord, Rath, who wants nothing more than
to wrestle control of the universe away from Prime Ray. Will Goom'pa and Shine Star find a way to be together? Or will
Rath's evil plan doom them all?
WHO IS REALLY THE MONSTER? Nineteen year old Callan Sanclaire has cared for his mother, and helped her cope
with her illness, ever since his father was killed seven years ago. Except she does not have any ordinary illness... but a
curse which turns her into a werewolf at the night of the full moon. Since discovering her curse, Callan always feared a
visit from the mysterious company called Lycorp, a group of werewolf hunters who are determined to keep the world safe
from those suffering with the curse. When his mother is taken by Lycorp, Callan must find a way to infiltrate the company
from the inside. But first he must endure a gruelling job interview which will test his breaking point. The Wolf Trials might
be the death of him.
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